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Cognitive training and brain stimulation show promise for ameliorating age-related neurocognitive decline. However, evidence
for this is controversial. In a Registered Report, we investigated the effects of these interventions, where 133 older adults were
allocated to four groups (left prefrontal cortex anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) with decision-making training, and three control groups) and trained over 5 days. They completed a task/questionnaire battery pre- and post-training, and
at 1- and 3-month follow-ups. COMT and BDNF Val/Met polymorphisms were also assessed. Contrary to work in younger adults,
there was evidence against tDCS-induced training enhancement on the decision-making task. Moreover, there was evidence
against transfer of training gains to untrained tasks or everyday function measures at any post-intervention time points. As
indicated by exploratory work, individual differences may have influenced outcomes. But, overall, the current decision-making
training and tDCS protocol appears unlikely to lead to benefits for older adults.

T

he global population of older adults (>60 years) is expected to
have more than doubled by 2050 (ref. 1). Subsequent increases
in age-related disease and disability will create substantial economic and social challenges worldwide2. For instance, individuals
will need to remain in the workforce for longer despite age-related
health changes and decreased functional capacity, and there will be
increased pressure placed on health care systems3. Neurocognitive
decline is arguably one of the most debilitating age-related health
changes4, affecting up to 30% of adults over 65 years of age5, and
increasing the risk of progression to dementia4. Specific cognitive
abilities categorized as ‘executive functions’, are disproportionately
represented in this decline4,6,7 and include, but are not limited to
attentional control, working memory, inhibition, and cognitive
flexibility8. Involved in processes such as planning, decision-making
and problem solving, executive functions are crucial to participation in activities of daily living9 (ADLs) and are highly predictive of
functional independence10. Therefore, age-related decline in executive function is undoubtedly one of the key challenges posed by this
demographic shift.
Much excitement has been generated, in both the research community and general public, regarding the promise of cognitive training and brain stimulation to ameliorate age-related neurocognitive
decline11. Indeed, several studies have attempted to slow or reverse
such decline using cognitive training and/or non-invasive brain
stimulation techniques such as transcranial direct current stimulation12,13 (tDCS). In particular, anodal tDCS combined with effective
training paradigms has yielded performance enhancements on various trained tasks, above those of training alone14–17. Critically, such
effects have been demonstrated with older adult populations in cognitive abilities such as language18, multitasking19 and error awareness20. There has been comparatively less research on the possibility
of transfer of benefits across cognitive domains, and the research
that does exist on this issue is controversial. The available evidence

suggests protocols that combine tDCS and training approaches
appear most likely to generate sustainable transfer, for example12,13,21.
A characteristic common across tDCS and training research
is that much of the work is limited by poorly controlled experimental protocols, small sample sizes and short follow-up testing
periods (which fail to fully assess the sustained impact of any
observed enhancements). For example, most studies rely solely on
a sham tDCS control condition to account for placebo effects of
stimulation, thus assuming that sham and active tDCS are indistinguishable to the participant22. But, whilst participants may not
consciously distinguish between active and sham tDCS, there could
be differences in other factors such as arousal23,24. As such, it is necessary that studies include additional control conditions, such as
alternative electrode locations that do not overlap with targeted
brain regions of interest25. Attesting to these methodological issues,
recent meta-analyses have yielded conflicting results regarding
the utility of tDCS in augmenting cognitive training benefits26,27.
Also noteworthy is that most studies have evaluated the influence
of combined tDCS and training on working memory outcomes.
Consequently, to date, there has been minimal research on combined stimulation and training of other executive functions that
might also have a meaningful impact on an individual’s functional
capacity and well-being. Added to these issues is the fact that few
tDCS and/or training studies have been pre-registered. Thus, publication bias may have had an influence on the reported findings
in this field28. This is particularly concerning as brain training and
stimulation protocols are gaining popular interest within the general community29.
One possible alternative to working memory approaches is a
combined training and stimulation protocol recently developed
by our group21. In our study, healthy younger adult participants
received concurrent training on a speeded decision-making task,
while receiving anodal tDCS over the left prefrontal cortex (PFC).
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Following training and stimulation, participants were quicker
at executing decisions, and also became more efficient at visual
search, which was included as an unrelated (transfer) attentional
task. These benefits were found to be above those of training alone,
or of cathodal stimulation paired with training, and were specific
to left PFC stimulation. Given this tightly controlled experimental design (cathodal, sham and alternative electrode location control conditions), these findings suggest that training benefits on a
decision-making task are indeed enhanced by tDCS, and hint at the
potential utility of this protocol for producing generalized executive
function benefits. Importantly, Filmer et al.21 considered the visual
search task a measure of far transfer, as it involved stimuli presented
in a different sensory modality to the trained task (visual versus
auditory), required a different type of behavioural task (finding a
stimulus amongst spatially arranged distractors versus selecting the
correct response to a presented stimulus) and drew on a distinct
psychological operation (spatial attention). It is therefore plausible
that decision-making training when paired with anodal tDCS, as
in the Filmer et al. study21, might elicit generalized improvements
across other cognitive domains, particularly other executive functions. This effect is yet to be investigated within an older adult
population, and on a wider range of tasks, highlighting a promising
avenue for future research.
The current project employed a similar protocol to Filmer et al.21,
to evaluate whether combined decision-making training and anodal
tDCS is effective in producing lasting and generalizable executive
function benefits, in the largest cohort of healthy older adults of any
investigation conducted to date. Improving on existing research, we
administered several control conditions to determine whether combined decision-making training and tDCS over the left PFC is more
effective than decision-making training alone, and whether training
and stimulation effects are specific to the decision-making task, and
the left PFC electrode location. We assessed participants at several
time points on a wide range of near and far transfer measures of
executive function. Specifically, we employed six executive function tasks, two ecologically valid self- and informant-report questionnaires assessing everyday functioning, two episodic memory
tasks and two control processing-speed tasks. We have focused on
executive functions in particular, as some of the most debilitating
age-related cognitive impairments are those in this domain, given
their association with independent living and a variety of everyday
behaviours9,10. We also recognize that there is considerable public
interest in the possibility of memory enhancement through tDCS,
due to age-related decline in episodic memory, and increasing concerns about dementia. Thus, we also included two episodic memory
tasks, to examine the utility of our protocol for improving long-term
memory in older adults, and to determine whether any training and
stimulation benefits extended beyond executive functions.
This study adheres to the Registered Report format, thus ensuring the integrity of methodology and results, and preventing potential publication bias. By following a rigorous experimental design,
with adequate control conditions and an extensive battery of transfer tasks, the current research yields important new insights into
a critical research question: Can combined cognitive training and
tDCS provide generalizable cognitive function benefits in older
adults, particularly executive functions? Critically, we predicted
far transfer gains at 1 month post-intervention, and based all sampling decisions on this hypothesis test. We also predicted training
and stimulation-related improvement on a range of near, far and
translational tasks, and two ecologically valid measures of everyday
functioning, but not on memory or control tasks.

Results

The present study investigated the utility of a combined decisionmaking training and tDCS protocol in healthy older adults, aged
60–75 years, where 133 participants were allocated pseudorandomly
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to one of four stratified groups (based on age, gender, education
and physical activity) to receive: (1) training and concurrent anodal
tDCS over the left PFC, (2) combined training and concurrent sham
tDCS over the left PFC, (3) combined training and concurrent
anodal tDCS over the visual cortex (V1) and (4) combined control
training (a basic visual attention task as ‘placebo’ training) and concurrent anodal tDCS over the left PFC. A Consolidated Standards of
Reporting Trials (CONSORT) flow diagram is presented in Fig. 1.
Training and/or stimulation were administered for five consecutive
days, and participants were repeatedly assessed on a large battery
of cognitive tasks and questionnaires (including reports from a significant other) immediately pre- and 1 day post-intervention, and
at 1- and 3-month follow-ups. COMT and BDNF genetic polymorphisms were obtained as individual difference variables. Bayesian
analysis approaches were employed to assess the evidence for or
against a group × time interaction on each of the cognitive tasks
and questionnaires at each post-intervention time point, and on the
decision-making task across each training session.
Overview. As per the Bayesian sampling approach, we selected a
critical hypothesis test to be used in decisions relating to data collection (that is, when to stop collecting data), namely the effect of
training and stimulation on far transfer performance (including
visual search reaction time, Operation-Span Working Memory Task
(OSpan) score and stop-signal reaction time (SSRT)) at 1-month
follow-up. We predicted that participants who received combined
training and anodal tDCS would display greater improvement
on far transfer tasks at 1-month follow-up, specifically for the
left PFC electrode site, than those who received training alone or
stimulation and training on a control task. Improvement would be
reflected as a decrease in visual search reaction time and SSRT, and
an increase in OSpan score. Later referred to as hypothesis 1, we
chose this test as we were particularly interested in whether our protocol could induce far transfer performance benefits that persisted
over time, and believed the presence of such benefits at 1 month
post-intervention would be a meaningful result with considerable
practical implications. Therefore, our main outcome parameter was
far transfer performance. We were also interested in the effect of
training and stimulation on the training task, each of the transfer
tasks, and the questionnaires, and whether group differences in performance change were evident up to 3 months post-intervention.
Accordingly, hypothesis 2 predicted that participants who received
combined training and tDCS over the left PFC would display better
performance than those in control conditions, on all executive function outcome measures across all post-intervention time points,
but not on memory tasks or processing-speed control tasks. For
executive function tasks, better performance is indicated by shorter
reaction times or reaction time costs for the decision-making and
single versus dual tasks, respectively, decreased number of errors on
the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST) and increased accuracy
on the Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test (RMET). For questionnaire measures, better outcomes are reflected by a smaller Behavior
Rating Inventory of Executive Function - Adult (BRIEF-A) Global
Executive Composite (self and informant scores) and higher
Frenchay Activities Index (FAI) score (self and informant scores).
We also wished to evaluate the trajectory of any training and tDCS
benefits across each stimulation session. Hypothesis 3 predicted that
between-group differences would be evident from the second stimulation session, such that the combined training + left PFC tDCS
group would display greater improvement in performance on the
training task (that is, decreased reaction times) than control groups,
and that this pattern of results would persist and increase throughout the following stimulation sessions. Finally, for both COMT and
BDNF genes we evaluated the influence of genotype on baseline
performance on all tasks (see specific measures in Methods) and
whether there was a differential effect of training and stimulation
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav
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Assessed for eligibility =
171

Excluded (n = 38)
Not meeting inclusion criteria
(n = 15)
Declined to participate (n = 23)

Pseudo-randomized (n = 133)

Allocated training + left
PFC tDCS
(n = 30)

Allocated training +
sham
(n = 33)

Allocated control
training + left PFC tDCS
(n = 36)

Allocated training + V1
tDCS
(n = 34)

Received allocated
intervention (n = 30)

Received allocated
intervention (n = 33)

Received allocated
intervention (n = 36)

Received allocated
intervention (n = 34)

Did not receive
allocated
intervention (n = 0)

Did not receive
allocated
intervention (n = 0)

Did not receive
allocated
intervention (n = 0)

Did not receive
allocated
intervention (n = 0)

Lost to follow-up (n = 0)

Lost to follow-up (n = 0)

Lost to follow-up (n = 0)

Discontinued
intervention (n = 0)

Discontinued
intervention (n = 0)

Lost to follow-up (n = 1;
lost at 3-month
follow-up due to injury)
Discontinued
intervention (n = 1;
withdrew after three
sessions due to
headache associated
with stimulation)

Analysed (n = 30)
Excluded from
analysis (n = 0)

Analysed (n = 31)
Excluded from
analysis (n = 2; one
or more training
sessions missed)

Analysed (n = 35)
Excluded from
analysis (n = 0)

Discontinued
intervention (n = 1;
withdrew due to illness
and difficulty with tasks)

Analysed (n = 33)
Excluded from
analysis (n = 0)

Fig. 1 | CONSORT diagram. Flow diagram outlining the progress of all participants through the study.

for each genotype. Hypothesis 4 predicted that genotype would
have an influence on response to tDCS and training. However, due
to limited data on this topic, and the mixed outcomes of relevant
published research, we did not specify the direction of any effect.
Hypotheses 2–4 were tested in addition to the critical hypothesis
test, but did not contribute to data collection decisions.
We adopted a Bayesian approach to evaluate relative support
from the data for and against null and alternative hypotheses30.
This included: (1) separate two-way (group × time) Bayesian
repeated-measures ANOVAs for each task/questionnaire, for each
post-intervention time point and each stimulation session for
the training task only, (2) Bayesian independent samples t tests
(two-tailed) on pre–post difference scores, for each of the tasks and
time points where a significant interaction was found at step 1, (3) a
Bayesian one-way ANOVA on pre-intervention performance, to
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav

check for between-group baseline differences, (4) separate Bayesian
one-way ANOVAs on baseline performance for each task and gene
(COMT and BDNF), (5) separate Bayesian repeated-measures
ANOVAs for each training and far transfer task and gene group
(COMT/BDNF), at each post-intervention time point and
(6) Bayesian two-way ANOVAs on difference scores, for each task
and time point where a significant three-way interaction was found
at step 5, with genotypes included in a pairwise manner (that is, Val/
Val and Val/Met, Val/Val and Met/Met, and Val/Met and Met/Met).
All registered analyses were conducted in JASP (JASP Team,
2016) using zero-centred Cauchy priors31, placing greater mass on
large effects than the standard normal distribution, and favouring
the null more than other models32. Our analyses closely followed
the registered plan, but we also employed a new feature in JASP,
which provides relative evidence for the inclusion of each factor in
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Group

1,400

Training + left PFC tDCS
Training + sham
Control training + left PFC tDCS
Training + V1 tDCS

1,200

1,000

800

Pre-intervention

1 day
post

1 month
post

3 months
post

Change in reaction time (ms)

Reaction time (ms)

a

300
200
100
0
–100
–200

1 day
post

1 month
post

3 months
post

Fig. 2 | Decision-making task performance. a, Barplots depicting mean reaction time on the decision-making task for each group at each time point.
Individual data points are superimposed on bars. b, Notched boxplots with quartile ranges and medians depict reaction time change scores for the
decision-making task, at each post-intervention time point relative to baseline. Individual change scores are superimposed on each boxplot.

the model (that is, main effects and interactions) across matched
models, and provides a simpler method of interpreting interaction effects. We report this ‘BFinc’ value for all interaction effects.
Bayesian one-way ANOVAs and pairwise statistics are reported as
BF10 as these are equivalent to BFinc in simpler analyses. Exploratory
analyses were conducted in JASP and R.
Registered analyses. Descriptive statistics for the decision-making
trained task and all transfer tasks are presented in Table 1.
Decision-making (trained) task. Performance on the decision-making
task for each group at each time point is depicted in Fig. 2a. Critically,
there was moderate evidence against between-group differences in
performance at baseline (BF10 = 0.26, η2 = 0.034), suggesting that
our groups were well matched. A Bayesian repeated-measures
ANOVA on decision-making task performance at pre- and 1 day
post-intervention, revealed strong evidence for a main effect of
time (BFinc = 3.10 × e22, ηp2 = 0.615), reflecting faster reaction times
at 1 day post-intervention. There was moderate evidence against a
main effect of group (BFinc = 0.22, ηp2 = 0.018), but strong evidence
for a group × time interaction (BFinc = 22.15, ηp2 = 0.116). Follow-up
analyses of difference scores (Fig. 2b) indicated moderate evidence
for a training effect when comparing the training + left PFC tDCS
group with the control training + left PFC tDCS group (BF10 = 4.68,
d = 0.662). But, we also compared all three trained groups together
versus the control training group and found strong evidence for a
training effect (BF10 = 59.78, d = 0.715). In contrast to findings in
younger adults21, there was anecdotal evidence against differences
in performance change between the training + left PFC tDCS
group relative to training + sham (BF10 = 0.39, d = −0.252) or training + V1 tDCS (BF10 = 0.33, d = 0.190), thus it is unclear whether
left PFC tDCS enhanced training benefits on the decision-making
task. Bayesian repeated-measures ANOVAs at both follow-up
time points revealed strong evidence for a main effect of time
(BFinc = 4.44 × e16, ηp2 = 0.507; BFinc = 1.47 × e15, ηp2 = 0.468 at 1- and
3-month follow-up, respectively), again reflecting a decrease in
reaction times relative to baseline. There was moderate evidence
against an effect of group at 1- and 3-month follow-up (BFinc = 0.22,
ηp2 = 0.018; BFinc = 0.21, ηp2 = 0.016). Similarly, there was anecdotal
evidence for a group × time interaction (BFinc = 2.34, ηp2 = 0.079) at
1-month follow-up and moderate evidence against this interaction
at 3-month follow-up (BFinc = 0.31, ηp2 = 0.044). This suggests that
the training benefits observed at 1 day post-intervention did not
persist over time.
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Training data. Performance on the decision-making task across the
five training sessions is shown in Fig. 3. Bayesian repeated-measures
ANOVAs revealed strong evidence for a main effect of time (session 2: BF10 = 1.66 × e8, ηp2 = 0.384; session 3: BF10 = 6.523 × e16,
ηp2 = 0.606; session 4: BF10 = 5.475 × e19, ηp2 = 0.662; session 5:
BF10 = 1.076 × e23, ηp2 = 0.710) from training session 1, to each of
the subsequent training sessions, demonstrating that participants
consistently improved their performance over time. There was
anecdotal to moderate evidence against a main effect of group,
however (session 2: BF10 = 0.405, ηp2 = 0.018; session 3: BF10 = 0.388,
ηp2 = 0.018; session 4: BF10 = 0.301, ηp2 = 0.015; session 5: BF10 = 0.329,
ηp2 = 0.017), and against a group × time interaction across all of
the training sessions (session 2: BF10 = 0.365, ηp2 = 0.035; session
3: BF10 = 0.328, ηp2 = 0.033; session 4: BF10 = 0.476, ηp2 = 0.042; session 5: BF10 = 0.219, ηp2 = 0.023). Thus, there was no evidence for
within-session performance benefits or greater training gains for
the training + left tDCS group.
Transfer tasks. Far transfer task performance (involved in critical
hypothesis tests) is displayed in Fig. 4 (figures for all other tasks
and questionnaires are provided in Supplementary Material). As
in the trained task, there was moderate to strong evidence against
between-group baseline differences on transfer tasks (BF10 < 1/3;
see Extended Data Fig. 1 for individual task statistics). Bayesian
repeated-measures ANOVAs revealed strong evidence for a main
effect of time (BFinc > 10; see Extended Data Fig. 2 for individual task
statistics) at 1 day post-intervention and both follow-up time points
on visual search, stop-signal, symbol–digit modalities, OSpan and
WCST, such that participants’ performance improved over time. We
also found strong evidence for a main effect of time at both follow-up
time points on visual and verbal memory tasks (BFinc > 10; see
Extended Data Fig. 2 for individual task statistics), again reflecting
improvement over time. There was anecdotal to moderate evidence
against change in performance over time on the RMET and stimulus detection tasks (BFinc < 1; see Extended Data Fig. 2 for individual
task statistics). Critically, there was anecdotal to strong evidence
against main effects of group or group × time interactions on all
transfer tasks and questionnaires, at all post-intervention time points
(BFinc < 1; see Extended Data Fig. 2 for individual task statistics), suggesting that the training benefits observed on the decision-making
task did not transfer to untrained tasks or everyday function at the
group level. This is in contrast to the study of Filmer et al.,21 which
found greater improvement on the visual search transfer task following training and left PFC tDCS relative to control groups.
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Fig. 3 | Training performance. a, Barplots depicting mean reaction time on the decision-making task for each group in each training session. Individual data
points are superimposed on bars. b, Notched boxplots with quartile ranges and medians depict reaction time change scores for the decision-making task,
in training sessions 2–4 relative to session 1. Individual change scores are superimposed on each boxplot.

Genotype analyses. BDNF Val66Met genotype frequencies were as
follows: Val/Val = 83, Val/Met = 39, Met/Met = 4. Homozygous Met
carriers were excluded from further analyses due to their low frequency. Three samples were inconclusive. COMT Val158Met genotype frequencies were: Val/Val = 38, Val/Met = 55, Met/Met = 31.
Five samples were inconclusive. Both COMT and BDNF genotypes
were in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (χ2 = 0.371; P = 0.543).
With respect to BDNF, Bayesian pairwise tests found anecdotal
to moderate evidence against differences in baseline performance
between Val/Val and Val/Met carriers on all of the assessed tasks
(BF10 < 1; see Extended Data Fig. 3 for individual task statistics).
Similarly, for COMT, one-way Bayesian ANOVAs revealed anecdotal to moderate evidence against between-group differences in
baseline performance across all tasks (BF10 < 1; see Extended Data
Fig. 3 for individual task statistics). There was also anecdotal to
moderate evidence against a genotype × group x time interaction
on the training task and far transfer tasks at each post-intervention
timepoint (BFinc < 1; see Extended Data Fig. 4 for individual task
statistics) for BDNF or COMT, and only anecdotal evidence for
a COMT genotype × group × time interaction on the stop-signal
task at 3-month follow-up (BFinc = 1.36). This suggests that genotypes did not influence participants’ response to the intervention
on these tasks.
Exploratory analyses. Individual differences in response to training and tDCS. Results from the registered analyses suggest that
decision-making training and left PFC tDCS did not enhance training benefits, or induce transfer to other tasks at the group level. It
is possible, however, that individuals differed in their responses to
training and stimulation, and that some participants did indeed
benefit from the intervention despite the overall null result. Several
studies have found differences in responses to tDCS due to variability in factors such as baseline performance, education and genotype,
despite null results at the group level, for example33–36. Moreover,
the issue of individual differences is particularly relevant in older
adults due to differing degrees of structural decline and functional
reorganization which can interact with stimulation parameters (for
example, intensity)37. Indeed, recent studies have shown an influence of age and cortical atrophy on electrical current flow throughout the cortex38–40. Rather than conducting a post hoc median split,
which would involve false dichotomization of a continuous variable and subsequent loss of power, we employed a linear regression
approach to investigate this possibility. Specifically, we conducted
Bayesian multiple regressions (using the BayesFactor package in R)

on change scores for each far transfer task at 1-month follow-up, in
line with registered critical hypothesis tests. Predictors included:
(1) an interaction between group and change in decision-making
reaction time from pre-intervention to 1 day post-intervention,
henceforth referred to as ‘training benefit’, and (2) baseline scores
for the decision-making task and far transfer tasks, as these were
expected to co-vary with degree of change on each task. We hypothesized that training benefit would be associated with change in far
transfer tasks at 1-month follow-up, for the training + left PFC tDCS
group but not for the control groups. In other words, we predicted
that individuals who benefitted more from training would show
greater improvement on far transfer tasks, only if they received concurrent left PFC tDCS.
To assess the level of evidence for or against each effect, we compared the full model with an equivalent model without the effect
of interest. There was anecdotal evidence against a relationship
between training benefit and change in visual search (BF10 = 0.73,
ηp2 = 0.008) or stop-signal performance (BF10 = 0.43, ηp2 = 0.006)
at 1-month follow-up, and for the interaction with group for the
stop-signal task (BF10 = 0.43, ηp2 = 0.031). There was anecdotal evidence for an interaction with group for the visual search task (visual
search: BF10 = 1.16, ηp2 = 0.051), and anecdotal evidence against a
correlation between training benefit and change in OSpan performance (BF10 = 0.45, ηp2 = 0.034). There was moderate evidence for
an interaction with group, however (BF10 = 4.42, ηp2 = 0.081), such
that training benefit was more associated with improvement on
the OSpan task, for the training + left PFC (β = 0.54, BF10 = 5.89,
ηp2 = 0.049) and training + V1 stimulation groups (β = 0.64,
BF10 = 13.06, ηp2 = 0.066) relative to sham. This interaction is
depicted in Fig. 5, and demonstrates a positive correlation between
training benefit and improvement on the OSpan task for these two
active stimulation groups (note that change scores were calculated
such that greater scores reflect improvement). There was anecdotal
evidence that the control training + left PFC tDCS group differed
from sham (BF10 = 1.00, ηp2 = 0.012). The model met the assumptions of linear regression (that is, normally distributed data and
residuals, and homoscedascity). In summary, participants who benefitted more from training on the decision-making task and who
received active stimulation (regardless of anode site) showed greater
improvement on the OSpan task at 1-month follow-up relative to
training + sham.
Genotype analyses. In addition to the registered analyses, to maximize the use of our dataset, we investigated whether genotype
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav
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Fig. 4 | Far transfer task performance. a–c, Barplots depicting mean performance for (a) visual search task (set size 12 minus set size 8; ms), (b) OSpan
score and (c) stop-signal reaction time (ms) for each group at each time point. Individual data points are superimposed on bars. Notched boxplots with
quartile ranges and medians depict change scores relative to baseline for each post-intervention time point. Individual change scores are superimposed on
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influenced responses to training and tDCS on any assessed tasks,
beyond merely the far transfer tasks. For COMT and BDNF, we conducted three-way Bayesian ANOVAs on each transfer task at each
post-intervention time point to determine whether there was an
interaction between genotype, group and time: the same approach
used for the registered analyses. We therefore included only training + left PFC tDCS and sham conditions as our groups of interest.
Interestingly, for BDNF we found moderate evidence for a genotype
× group × time interaction on the visual memory task at 3-month
follow-up (BFinc = 6.33, ηp2 = 0.124). Follow-up two-way Bayesian
repeated-measures ANOVAs (Fig. 6) for each genotype revealed
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav

strong evidence for a group × time interaction for the Val/Val genotype (BFinc = 16.94, ηp2 = 0.247) such that the training + left PFC
tDCS showed greater improvement in recall relative to sham. There
was anecdotal evidence against such an interaction for the Val/Met
genotype (BFinc = 0.65, ηp2 = 0.055). There was anecdotal evidence for
a BDNF × group × time interaction on the WCST at all time points
and the verbal memory task at 1 day post- and 3-month follow-up
(BF < 3; see Extended Data Fig. 4 for individual statistics). There
was otherwise anecdotal to moderate evidence against a BDNF ×
group × time or COMT × group × time interaction for all other tasks
(BFinc < 1; see Extended Data Fig. 4 for individual task statistics).
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pre-intervention to 1-month follow-up. Regressions are plotted separately for each group and labelled as follows: (a) training + left PFC tDCS, (b) training
+ V1 tDCS, (c) control training + left PFC tDCS and (d) training + sham. Participants who benefitted more from training on the decision-making task and
active stimulation (regardless of anode site) showed greater benefit on the OSpan task at 1-month follow-up relative to sham.

Discussion

Despite mixed evidence for their efficacy, cognitive training and/
or tDCS interventions for age-related cognitive decline have gained
popularity within the scientific community and general public. Of
particular note is the currently minimal evidence for transfer of training benefits to other cognitive domains or everyday function, and
the lack of studies assessing the sustainability of such benefits. The
present work aimed to address this issue in a well-powered experimental study employing multiple control groups and comprehensive
assessments up to 3-month follow-up. Specifically, we investigated
whether repeated sessions of combined decision-making training
and left prefrontal tDCS, an approach which has shown strong evidence of transfer in younger adults21, could induce generalized and
sustained cognitive benefits in healthy older adults. Participants
attended five sessions of either combined decision-making training
+ left PFC tDCS, or one of three control protocols, and completed
comprehensive cognitive assessments at four time points: immediately before their first session, one day after their final session and
at approximately 1 and 3 months post-intervention. The study also
adhered to the Registered Report format, and thus underwent peer
review before its completion.
As expected, participants who received training on the
decision-making task demonstrated greater performance improvement from pre- to 1 day post-intervention compared with those
who received training on a control task. However, contrary to our
hypotheses and the findings of Filmer at al.21 in younger adults,
there was anecdotal evidence against enhancement of training
outcomes on the decision-making task after left PFC tDCS compared with sham or V1 stimulation. There was similarly anecdotal

to moderate evidence against between-group differences in performance across training sessions, suggesting that participants who
received training + left PFC tDCS improved their decision-making
performance at the same rate as individuals allocated to one of the
control conditions. This finding also suggests that there were no
online, within-session effects of left PFC tDCS.
One possible explanation for these null findings is the change in
stimulation parameters across studies, as Filmer et al.21 employed
0.7 mA stimulation for ~10 min across four sessions, compared with
2 mA for ~20 min across five sessions in the present study. As noted
previously, we selected an increased stimulation intensity and duration for use with older adults to increase the likelihood of inducing
an effect. Indeed, previous work with older adults has demonstrated
dosage effects of PFC tDCS, with stronger stimulation intensities
producing greater cognitive benefits13. More recently, however,
mounting evidence suggests that greater stimulation intensity
and duration do not always produce better outcomes41. For example, with older adults, one study found no effect of 20 sessions of
2 mA stimulation on behaviour26; conversely, another study found
gains in attentional control following only three sessions of 1.5 mA
tDCS42. Hence, along with the possibility that there are no effects
of decision-making training and tDCS on older adults in general,
it may be the case that we failed to replicate Filmer et al.’s21 findings due to the increase in the number of sessions and stimulation
intensity. In addition, electrophysiological studies have demonstrated that 2 mA stimulation increases the excitability of motor
evoked potentials under the anode and cathode electrodes, whereas
lower intensities have been shown to increase and decrease excitability under the anode and cathode, respectively43,44. It is therefore
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav
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possible that the montage employed by the current study elicited a
different pattern of cortical excitation/inhibition than that induced
by Filmer et al.21, producing different behavioural outcomes.
Anecdotal evidence against a stimulation effect might also be
attributable to marked changes in cerebral structure and function
associated with ageing, meaning that findings in younger participants do not necessarily translate to older adult populations11,37.
Indeed, previous work has even found opposing effects of the same
stimulation parameters in young and older adults45,46, while effects
found only during left PFC tDCS in younger adults have been
found irrespective of stimulation site in older adults47. Such differences might reflect structural brain changes such as reductions in
volume and cortical thickness, as well as alterations in excitability
and functional lateralization11. For example, increases in distance
between the cortex and scalp and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) volume
can alter the flow of electrical current and its impact on neuronal
tissue48. This was suggested in a recent computational modelling
study, which found that older adults required higher intensities of
stimulation than their younger counterparts to achieve the same
current density within the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC),
in part due to changes in brain-to-CSF ratio38. This suggests that
the 2 mA intensity employed in the current study may not have
been sufficient to induce substantial changes in performance. The
same study also found the greatest electrical field values between
rather than directly underneath the anode and cathode, suggesting
that future studies should carefully consider electrode placement in
older adult participants rather than relying on findings in younger
adults. These mechanisms would likely differ again in clinical populations such as those with mild cognitive impairment and dementia, but this is yet to be investigated. In summary, there are several
plausible reasons for the findings against a tDCS-induced training
benefit in the current study. However, it is also possible that tDCS
simply does not enhance decision-making training benefits in older
adults regardless of stimulation duration or intensity.
Our critical hypothesis predicted that participants who received
combined training and left PFC tDCS would display performance
benefits on far transfer tasks at 1-month follow-up, a result we
believed would have meaningful implications for the field. Contrary
to this prediction, we found evidence for the null hypothesis on the
three far transfer tasks (visual search, stop-signal task and OSpan),
demonstrating that training and stimulation did not enhance performance. Indeed, strong evidence in favour of the null hypothesis
was achieved for each of these tasks through a Bayesian sampling
approach. Despite this, the Bayes factor for the group × time interaction on the stop-signal task (initially >10) reduced markedly when
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav

data collection was completed, and at this point indicated only anecdotal evidence for the null hypothesis. It is less clear whether training
benefits might have transferred to this task, but anecdotal evidence
in favour of the null in our large sample size is nonetheless an
important finding. We note that some participants adopted a strategy that prioritized accuracy over reaction times, and often waited
for the stop-signal tone before responding, despite being instructed
not to wait for the stop signal. This strategy at times resulted in negative SSRT values. To ensure these did not substantially influence
the results, we re-analysed the data excluding negative values and
found minimal changes in the pattern of findings or Bayes factors.
There was similarly anecdotal to strong evidence for no benefit of
training and left PFC tDCS on any other transfer tasks or questionnaires across the post-intervention time points. Thus, hypothesis 2,
which predicted performance benefits for the training and stimulation groups on all executive function tasks and questionnaires at
all post-intervention time points, was not supported. This finding
could be attributed to the apparent lack of tDCS-induced training
benefit, although some studies have shown tDCS-induced transfer
to unrelated tasks despite no benefit on trained tasks13. Regardless
of the reason, it seems that decision-making training and tDCS are
unlikely to produce meaningful transfer gains or improved everyday function (for example, participation in ADLs) in healthy older
adults, at least with the current protocol.
As there are often individual differences in participants’ responses
to training and/or stimulation interventions, which can influence
findings at the group level, we investigated this possibility further in
exploratory analyses which cannot contribute to the study conclusions but are nonetheless interesting. These analyses revealed moderate evidence that greater training benefits on the decision-making
task were associated with greater performance improvement at
1-month follow-up, only for participants who received active stimulation (regardless of site) paired with decision-making training, partially supporting our post hoc hypothesis. Interestingly, as V1 was
used as a control electrode location, we did not predict any transfer
benefits for this group, but this could be attributed to a common
effect of the right orbitofrontal cathode in both active conditions.
In addition to group-level analyses, we investigated whether
responses to training + tDCS differed depending on Val/Met polymorphisms of COMT and BDNF genes. Despite previous evidence
for an effect of genotype on cognitive functions in older adults49, we
found anecdotal to moderate evidence against differences in baseline performance across BDNF and COMT genotypes. There was
also anecdotal to moderate evidence against an effect of COMT or
BDNF genotype on response to intervention on our key far transfer
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tasks at 1-month follow-up. To maximize the use of our data, we
conducted further exploratory analyses on all other transfer tasks
(following the registered analysis steps) at all post-intervention
time points, which again cannot contribute substantively to conclusions due to their post hoc nature. For most of the tasks we found
anecdotal to moderate evidence against an effect, or anecdotal evidence for an effect of COMT or BDNF genotype on response to
intervention. However, there was moderate evidence that BDNF
Val/Val carriers who received training + left PFC tDCS showed
improved visual memory performance at 3-month follow-up,
relative to sham. This result suggests that, for Val/Val carriers,
decision-making training + left PFC tDCS induced long-term
improvement in an unrelated cognitive domain (visual episodic
memory), but this requires replication in confirmatory research
before any conclusions can be drawn.

Methods

The study was approved by the UQ Human Research Ethics Committee (approval
no. 2017000958). All participants provided informed, written consent.
Overview. We assigned 133 older adult participants to one of four matched
groups, as described in detail below. Each group received one of the following
stimulation protocols over five sessions, on consecutive days: training + tDCS
over the left PFC, training + sham tDCS (over the left PFC), control training +
tDCS over the left PFC or training + tDCS over V1 (a control electrode location).
We assessed participants on a battery of tasks and questionnaires, immediately
before their first stimulation session, 1 day after their final stimulation session
and at approximately 1- and 3-month follow-up. Assessment tasks assessed a
broad range of executive functions including decision-making, working memory,
multitasking, inhibition, cognitive flexibility and theory of mind, as well as verbal
and visual episodic memory. Ecologically valid questionnaires, completed by the
participant and a nominated significant other (for example, partner or family
member where available), assessed participants’ executive functions in everyday
life, and their completion of instrumental ADLs (IADLs). We were unable to
obtain informant data for eight participants due to informants not responding
to correspondence or participants not nominating a suitable candidate. Finally,
two control tasks (symbol–digit modalities test and stimulus detection task) were
used to ensure that any improvement on executive function tasks was not due
to general changes in motor speed and/or speed of processing. Most assessment
tasks employed pseudo-randomized stimuli and trial orders, which were different
at each testing time point, thus minimizing any practice effects. The memory
tasks employed parallel versions. For other tasks, such as the RMET and the
WCST computerized version, where parallel versions are not available, practice
effects may have occurred. This is not considered problematic, however, as all
groups are susceptible to the same practice effects. We note that the increased
social contact arising from participation in this study might itself have an effect
on cognitive functioning in older adults. Critically, however, social contact was
held constant across stimulation groups, and therefore should not have affected
our key hypotheses.
It has been suggested that individual differences in genetic factors
are associated with an individual’s response to tDCS, in particular,
catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) and brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) genotype profiles. For example, Plewnia et al.50 found that, for the COMT
gene, homozygous Met carriers displayed poorer cognitive flexibility following
prefrontal anodal tDCS, whereas homozygous Val or heterozygous carriers showed
no such effect. In addition, greater motor evoked potential facilitation was shown
following tDCS in homozygous Met carriers for the BDNF gene, than homozygous
Val or heterozygous carriers, as well as an enhanced neurophysiological response51.
Although it was not the primary goal of the current study to investigate individual
differences, genotyping may assist in determining which individuals will respond
best to tDCS and training. Thus, here we also examined the influence of COMT
and BDNF polymorphisms on baseline performance, and response to intervention
on the decision-making and far transfer tasks. This involved collecting a 0.75 ml
saliva sample for genotyping from each participant during the first session.
Participants. Recruitment and inclusion criteria. We recruited 133 participants
aged 60–75 years via advertisements across multiple media, including television,
radio and local newspapers. Finally, 129 participants (75 female, mean
age = 67.62 ± 4.21 years, mean education = 15.47 ± 3.35 years, 12 participants left
handed on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory52) were included in analyses
as 2 participants missed one or more stimulation sessions and 2 participants
withdrew from the experiment. In addition, recruitment involved The University
of Queensland (UQ) ‘50 Plus Registry’, staff newsletters and social media, as well as
flyers at local community organizations (for example, bowls clubs and retirement
villages) and the UQ St Lucia Campus. We emphasized community, rather than
university, recruitment in an attempt to achieve a more representative sample of the
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general population of older adults. To be included, participants were required to
have normal or corrected to normal vision and hearing, and to meet the following
criteria: (1) no evidence of mild cognitive impairment or dementia (Montreal
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) ≥26; mean score 28.26 ± 1.30), (2) no current use
of psychiatric medication(s), (3) no psychiatric or neurological condition(s) (for
example, previous stroke or epilepsy), (4) no contraindications to brain stimulation
as determined by a tDCS safety screening questionnaire (for example, metal in
the head, implanted neurostimulator or skin conditions of the scalp) and (5) no
clinically significant depressive symptoms (Beck Depression Inventory >13).
They also completed measures of physical activity/exercise (Yale Physical Activity
Scale53), which were used for group allocation (below).
Following recruitment and screening, we allocated participants to
demographically matched groups based on age, gender, education and physical
activity, using a stratified sampling approach, with approximately equal participant
numbers per group. There was no evidence for between-group differences in age,
gender, education, physical activity or MoCA score (BF10 < 1/3). We allocated
couples attending sessions together to the same training task (decision-making
or ‘control’ training) to ensure they remained blinded to their allocated group if
discussing their participation. Before commencing the stimulation phase of the
study, participants were required to achieve ≥70% accuracy on the training task
during the initial assessment session. A score ≥70% indicated that participants
had understood task instructions and learned response mappings correctly. As the
participants had greater difficulty learning this task than anticipated, those who
struggled were allowed additional practice blocks to achieve this threshold. To be
included in the final analyses, participants must have attended all training sessions,
pre- and immediate post-intervention assessment sessions, and have complied with
instructions throughout the experiment.
Bayesian sampling plan. In adherence to the Bayesian sampling approach, we did
not predetermine a sample size for this study. Instead, we recruited participants
until a BF10 > 10 or BF01 > 10 was established for the critical hypothesis tests,
providing strong evidence for the alternative or null hypothesis, respectively.
This approach afforded more informative results than those achieved through
frequentist methods30.
Behavioural assessment. Participants were assessed on a computerized battery
of tasks at pre- and post-intervention and 1- and 3-month follow-up. This
included the decision-making trained task, six additional executive function
tasks, verbal and visual episodic memory tasks and two processing/motor speed
control tasks. Behavioural tasks were selected to encompass a broad range of
executive functions, with differing degrees of overlap with the trained task. We
also selected two episodic memory tasks, to determine the utility of the training
and stimulation protocol for enhancing long-term memory, and whether transfer
extends beyond executive functions. All experimental tasks were based on
versions of paradigms that have previously been used in older adult populations
(examples provided below).
Executive function tasks assessed the following key areas: working memory,
multitasking/task-switching, inhibition, cognitive flexibility and theory of mind,
and were categorized as ‘near’ and ‘far’ transfer, or ‘translational’ tasks, within
this domain. Categorizations were based on similarity to the trained task across
properties such as type of stimuli, stimulus modality (for example, visual versus
auditory) and response type (for example, response selection versus inhibition
of a response). It should be acknowledged that the categorization of transfer
tasks remains debated within the literature54, but for the purposes of the current
project, and for distinguishing between different types of executive functions that
are inherently related, we believe the current principles of task categorization
are appropriate. Episodic memory tasks, however, assessed verbal and visual
recognition memory and reflected transfer to a different cognitive domain,
with evidence to suggest a distinction between episodic memory and executive
functions55. We describe all tasks briefly here, and in greater detail, including
scoring procedures, in the Supplementary Material. Unless otherwise stated,
participants were instructed to complete tasks as quickly and accurately as possible.
Training task. The training task required speeded discrimination between
several auditory stimuli, as a measure of decision-making21. Participants were
presented with one of six different complex tones, and responded to each with a
corresponding keypress. Training on this task aimed to increase the speed at which
participants could execute a decision. A similar auditory discrimination task was
used by Bherer et al.56, in an older adult population.
Control training task. In the control training task, participants were presented
with a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) stream of distractor numbers,
and reported the identity of a single target letter, via a keypress response at the
end of the stream57–59. The presentation speed of all stimuli was adjusted for
each participant such that accuracy was held at approximately 75%. Thus, the
dependent variable for this task was the exposure duration of the stream, with
shorter exposure durations indicating better performance. Critically, as noted,
performance on this task is assessed via accuracy, rather than reaction time, so
as to keep it engaging and challenging for participants, while differentiating it
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav
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from the decision-making training task. This task is a simplified version of the
extensively used attentional blink paradigm, which was used by Lahar et al.60 in an
older adult population.
Near transfer task. A single near transfer task assessed decision-making and
its capacity limits for auditory and visual stimuli, in a multitasking paradigm,
thus involving the same type of stimuli and response as the training task, with
additional visual stimuli and a task-switching component. We used the ‘single
versus dual-task’ from Bender et al.61, which involved single and concurrent
presentation of auditory and visual decision-making tasks. In each task,
participants discriminated between two different stimuli (auditory or visual)
with a keypress response. Performance was indexed as a reaction time cost
between single and dual tasks. A similar dual-task paradigm was used by Bherer
et al.56 with older adults.
Far transfer tasks. We included three far transfer, executive function tasks, to
assess the domains of visuospatial attention, working memory and response
inhibition, which are considered related but distinguishable cognitive processes to
decision-making. First, we included the visual search task used in Filmer et al.21, in
which participants were required to find a target letter (‘T’) in arrays of multiple,
rotated, distractor letters (‘L’), and indicate whether the target was rotated 90° to
the left or right, via a keypress response. As noted previously, this task involves a
different stimulus modality from the training task and requires a different response
(finding a stimulus amongst distractors versus selecting the correct response to
a presented stimulus), and is thus considered a far transfer measure. Second, we
included an automated version of the OSpan task61, in which participants were
presented with a sequence of letters, with intermittent simple math equations.
Participants were required to solve each math equation as it was presented, and
to remember the letters over multiple trials to be recalled at the end of a block.
This task not only includes visual rather than auditory stimuli, but also involves
retaining information in the face of distraction, responding with a mouse- rather
than a keypress, and has a focus on accuracy rather than speed, warranting its
inclusion as a far transfer task. Finally, we administered the stop-signal task used
in Bender et al.61, in which participants must discriminate between two different
abstract shapes on ‘go’ trials (75% of trials), but withhold their response on “stop
signal” trials (25% of trials). Stop-signal trials are indicated by a brief auditory tone
after the shape presentation, at varying intervals. Categorized as far transfer, this
task involves both auditory and visual stimuli, and assesses the ability to withhold a
pre-potent response rather than being able to select and execute a speeded decision.
All far transfer tasks have previously been used in older adult populations13,62–64.
Translational tasks. Two translational tasks were administered, assessing cognitive
flexibility and theory of mind. Both tasks differed from the training task in that
they involved visual (versus auditory) stimuli, were accuracy (versus speed)
based, required mouse (versus keyboard) responses and critically, involved
complex abstract reasoning processes (versus decisions based on simple stimulus
properties). The first translational task was a computerized version of the WCST65,
in which participants sorted cards according to changing categorical principles (by
colour, shape or number). They were presented with four piles of cards, and sorted
a stimulus card according to a changing sorting rule (for example, sort by colour).
However, participants were not told the sorting rule, and were instead required
to use corrective feedback to determine whether their response was correct, and
hence deduce what the current rule was. Second, we administered a computerized
version of the RMET66. Participants identified a person’s mental state based on an
image of their eyes, from four options, with a keypress response. Both translational
tasks have previously been used in older adult populations by Gunning-Dixon and
Raz67 and Luck et al.68, respectively.
Memory tasks. We included two episodic memory tasks to assess recognition
memory for verbal and visual information. Participants viewed a series of words
or pictures of objects, for the verbal and visual tasks, respectively. They were then
shown pairs of stimuli (either words or pictures), after a 10-min delay. Their task
was to report, with a keypress response, which of the two stimuli in each pair they
were shown previously, with one of the items being a foil. Similar verbal and visual
tasks have been used previously to assess episodic memory in older adults47,69,70.
Critically, we included visual and verbal tasks because prefrontal activity is thought
to interact with the type of material to be remembered, with more left-sided or
bilateral involvement for verbal material70–73 and more right-sided involvement
for visuospatial material74. Therefore, it is possible that the current protocol might
influence performance for one type of stimulus material, but not the other. We
also note that participants may have used verbalizing strategies to remember
visual material. To address this, each pair of pictures included two images of the
same object—one that was seen previously, and one that was not (objects were
selected from the database employed by Brady et al.75). For example, if one of the
objects was a chair, participants chose between the to-be-remembered chair and a
distractor chair.
Control tasks. We included two control tasks that assessed speed of processing
and motor responses (as in Anguera et al.76, with older adults). The first was a
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav
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computerized Symbol Digit Modalities Task77, in which participants were given
nine symbol–digit pairs, followed by a list of 120 symbols. Participants inserted
the corresponding digit under each symbol as quickly as possible, with a keypress
response. They were given 120 s to complete as many symbol–digit pairs as
possible. The second control task was a basic stimulus detection task, whereby
participants fixated centrally, and made a speeded keypress response when a target
stimulus appeared (grey circle on a white background).
Self- and informant-report questionnaires. Participants and their nominated
significant other completed self-report and informant versions of the BRIEF-A78
assessing participants’ use of executive function behaviours in everyday life,
and the FAI79, a brief measure of IADLs, designed for use in stroke patients, but
more recently validated in healthy adults80. The BRIEF-A included 75 statements
such as: ‘Has trouble changing from one activity or task to another’ and ‘Makes
careless errors when completing tasks’. Participants and informants responded
by answering the question: ‘During the past 6 months, how often has each of the
following behaviors been a problem?’, with ‘Never’ (1), ‘Sometimes’ (2) or ‘Often’
(3). Scores were standardized as T scores according to the BRIEF-A manual,
with higher scores indicating poorer executive function. The FAI included 15
items such as ‘Preparing main meals’, ‘Light housework’, ‘Social occasions’ and
‘Driving car/going on bus’, which can be broken into subscales: domestic chores,
leisure/work and outdoor activities. Participants/informants rated the participant
on a four-point scale (0–3) based on the frequency with which activities were
completed. Participants were given a score for each subscale, and an overall FAI
score, with higher scores indicating better completion of IADLs.
Genotyping. We collected a saliva sample from each participant in the first
assessment session, for COMT Val158Met (rs4680) and BDNF Val66Met (rs6265)
genotyping. Genotyping was completed off-site (Monash University, Australia).
The COMT rs4680 polymorphism was genotyped as described in Hawi et al.81, and
BDNF rs6265 was genotyped using an Applied Biosystems TaqMan assay running
on a Roche LightCycler 480, following the manufacturer’s instructions.
Training/stimulation protocols. Each group of participants received one of four
intervention protocols: (1) combined training and concurrent anodal tDCS over
the left PFC, (2) combined training and concurrent sham tDCS over the left PFC,
(3) combined training and concurrent anodal tDCS over V1 and (4) combined
control training and concurrent anodal tDCS over the left PFC. Participants
received five sessions of their stimulation protocol across consecutive days, at
approximately the same time each day. Critically, we added a session, and doubled
the duration of training and stimulation relative to Filmer et al.21, who observed
reliable and long-lasting (2 week) transfer, to increase the likelihood of observing
effects on cognition.
A double blind procedure for the key conditions was implemented. To wit,
participants were blinded to their experimental condition, and for conditions
involving combined decision-making training and left PFC electrode placement,
the experimenter was also blinded to the type of stimulation participants received
(active or sham). Experimenter blinding was not possible for the other conditions,
as the V1 electrode location and the control training task revealed the current
condition. After every session, participants completed a questionnaire assessing for
the presence of any adverse effects.
tDCS montage. tDCS was administered with a NeuroConn DC stimulator,
using 5 × 5 cm electrodes. ‘Study mode’ was used for double blinding, such that
experimenters entered a code corresponding to active or sham stimulation. For left
PFC stimulation, the target electrode was placed 1 cm posterior to F3 (the posterior
part of Brodmann area 9) using the 10–20 electroencephalography system82, and
the reference electrode was placed on the right supraorbital region. We chose this
configuration based on Filmer et al.21, where combined decision-making training
and stimulation produced transfer benefits on a visual search task. The left PFC
was targeted on the basis of its established relationship with decision-making
processes83–85 and executive functions more broadly. Indeed, this region has often
been targeted in brain stimulation studies that have aimed to enhance executive
functions, such as working memory and attention13,33,86, and the orbitofrontal
cortex has frequently been used as a cathode location in studies targeting the
PFC21,26,85,87. Critically, this cathode location was also used in the V1 stimulation
condition, thus controlling for any effect of this electrode location on performance.
Specifically, for V1 stimulation, the target electrode was placed over Oz, with the
reference electrode placed over the right supraorbital region88.
All stimulation conditions employed a current intensity of 2.0 mA (current
density 0.08 mA cm−2). This stimulation strength was chosen because recent studies
have reported promising effects of 2 mA anodal tDCS in older adults13,45,86, with
one study showing dosage-related effects of tDCS over the PFC, with stronger
intensities producing greater benefits13. Anodal stimulation remained constant for
19 min, with an additional 30 s of ramp up and ramp down time (20 min total). The
sham condition followed the same timings except that active stimulation remained
on for only 30 s before ramping down. Participants completed the training or
control-training task for the 20 min of stimulation (anodal or sham). To further
ensure experimenter and participant blinding, impedance values were presented
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on-screen throughout the stimulation period, in both active and sham conditions.
Due to an oversight, we did not ask participants or the experimenter to guess the
stimulation condition. For the most part, however, adverse effects questionnaires
indicated no differences in the experience of stimulation (tingling: BF10 = 0.08,
η2 = 0.014; scalp soreness: BF10 = 0.16, η2 = 0.00; neck soreness BF10 = 0.45, η2 = 0.048;
burning BF10 = 0.11, η2 = 0.020, headache: BF10 = 0.25, η2 = 0.036; concentration:
BF10 = 0.33, η2 = 0.042; mood: BF10 = 0.14, η2 = 0.00) between the training + left
PFC tDCS group and control groups. There was a difference in itching (BF10 = 4.26,
η2 = 0.089), such that the V1 tDCS condition experienced more itching than
the sham condition (BF10 = 8.21, d = 0.729), likely due to the V1 electrode often
being placed over hair and thus increasing impedance. This is not of particular
concern, as the V1 stimulation condition was also a control. Importantly, there was
no difference between both active left PFC tDCS groups and sham (BF10 = 0.59,
d = 0.357; BF10 = 0.59 d = 0.351). There was also a difference in skin redness between
both left PFC tDCS groups relative to sham (BF10 = 6.51, η2 = 0.097), which is
unlikely to have affected participant blinding, as participants could not see the
redness on their scalp, but possibly weakened experimenter blinding.
Protocol registration. The stage 1 protocol for this Registered Report was accepted
in principle on 9 December 2017. The protocol, as accepted by the journal, can be
found at https://osf.io/xhym8/.
The sentence ‘This study is the first within the field to adhere to the Registered
Report format.’ was removed from the ‘Introduction’ before acceptance of the
stage 2 manuscript on editorial request, in order to comply with journal policies
regarding priority claims.
Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Individual task and questionnaire statistics for one way ANOVA on baseline performance. Note: BF >10 indicates strong support
for H1 over H0; BF >3 indicates moderate support for H1 over H0; 1< BF <3 indicates anecdotal support for H1 over H0; 1/3< BF <1 indicates anecdotal
support for H0 over H1; 1/10< BF <1/3 indicates moderate support for H0 over H1; BF <1/10 indicates strong evidence for H0 over H1; BF = 1 indicates no
evidence for H0 or H1.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Individual task and questionnaire statistics for the group x time interaction for all time points. Note: BF >10 indicates strong
support for H1 over H0; BF >3 indicates moderate support for H1 over H0; 1< BF <3 indicates anecdotal support for H1 over H0; 1/3< BF <1 indicates
anecdotal support for H0 over H1; 1/10< BF <1/3 indicates moderate support for H0 over H1; BF <1/10 indicates strong evidence for H0 over H1; BF = 1
indicates no evidence for H0 or H1.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Individual task statistics for the effect of genotype on baseline performance. Note: COMT statistics are derived from one-way
ANOVAs and BDNF statistics are derived from independent samples t-tests due to the exclusion of Met/Met alleles from analyses. BF >10 indicates
strong support for H1 over H0; BF >3 indicates moderate support for H1 over H0; 1< BF <3 indicates anecdotal support for H1 over H0; 1/3< BF <1 indicates
anecdotal support for H0 over H1; 1/10< BF <1/3 indicates moderate support for H0 over H1; BF <1/10 indicates strong evidence for H0 over H1; BF = 1
indicates no evidence for H0 or H1.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Individual task statistics for the genotype x group x time interaction. Note: COMT statistics are derived from one-way ANOVAs
and BDNF statistics are derived from independent samples t-tests due to the exclusion of Met/Met alleles from analyses. BF >10 indicates strong support
for H1 over H0; BF >3 indicates moderate support for H1 over H0; 1< BF <3 indicates anecdotal support for H1 over H0; 1/3< BF <1 indicates anecdotal
support for H0 over H1; 1/10< BF <1/3 indicates moderate support for H0 over H1; BF <1/10 indicates strong evidence for H0 over H1; BF = 1 indicates no
evidence for H0 or H1.
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Statistics
For all statistical analyses, confirm that the following items are present in the figure legend, table legend, main text, or Methods section.
n/a Confirmed
The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement
A statement on whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly
The statistical test(s) used AND whether they are one- or two-sided
Only common tests should be described solely by name; describe more complex techniques in the Methods section.

A description of all covariates tested
A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as tests of normality and adjustment for multiple comparisons
A full description of the statistical parameters including central tendency (e.g. means) or other basic estimates (e.g. regression coefficient)
AND variation (e.g. standard deviation) or associated estimates of uncertainty (e.g. confidence intervals)
For null hypothesis testing, the test statistic (e.g. F, t, r) with confidence intervals, effect sizes, degrees of freedom and P value noted
Give P values as exact values whenever suitable.

For Bayesian analysis, information on the choice of priors and Markov chain Monte Carlo settings
For hierarchical and complex designs, identification of the appropriate level for tests and full reporting of outcomes
Estimates of effect sizes (e.g. Cohen's d, Pearson's r), indicating how they were calculated
Our web collection on statistics for biologists contains articles on many of the points above.

Software and code
Policy information about availability of computer code
Data collection

Experimental tasks were run in Psychtoolbox software in Matlab version 2015b. Code is provided at: https://osf.io/e2u73

Data analysis

Data analysis was completed in JASP and R. R code is provided at https://osf.io/e2u73

For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the research but not yet described in published literature, software must be made available to editors and
reviewers. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). See the Nature Research guidelines for submitting code & software for further information.

Data
Policy information about availability of data
All manuscripts must include a data availability statement. This statement should provide the following information, where applicable:

All data files are available at: https://osf.io/e2u73
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- Accession codes, unique identifiers, or web links for publicly available datasets
- A list of figures that have associated raw data
- A description of any restrictions on data availability
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Behavioural & social sciences study design
All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.
Study description

Quantitative longitudinal study assessing the immediate and longer-term effects of combined decision-making training and
transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) to the left prefrontal cortex on cognitive function in older adults.

Research sample

Healthy older adult participants aged 60-75 were recruited. Participants were required to have normal or corrected to normal vision
and hearing, and to meet the following criteria: (1) No evidence of mild cognitive impairment or dementia (Montreal Cognitive
Assessment 26); (2) No current use of psychiatric medication(s); (3) No psychiatric, or neurological condition(s) (e.g., previous stroke,
epilepsy); (4) No contraindications to brain stimulation as determined by a tDCS safety screening questionnaire (e.g., metal in the
head, implanted neurostimulator, skin conditions of the scalp) and; (5) No clinically significant depressive symptoms (Beck
Depression Inventory >13).

Sampling strategy

In adherence to the Bayesian sampling approach, we did not predetermine a sample size for this study. Instead, we recruited
participants until Bayes Factors > 10 were established for the critical hypothesis tests, providing strong evidence for the alternative or
null hypothesis.

Data collection

Experimental tasks were programmed and completed in Matlab 2015b, using Psychtoolbox software. The Wisconsin Card Sorting
Test was purchased from PAR Inc. and run on a PC computer. All questionnaires were downloaded online, except for the BRIEF-A and
BDI which were purchased from PAR and Pearson, respectively.

Timing

Data collection commenced on 09/04/2018 and was stopped on 07/11/2019.

Data exclusions

Data from two participants was excluded from analysis, according to the pre-registered protocol, as they missed one or more
stimulation sessions.

Non-participation

Two participants withdrew from the study - one due to a headache from tDCS and the second due to illness and difficulty with tasks.

Randomization

Participants were allocated pseudorandomly to one of four stratified groups based on age, gender, education, physical activity.
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Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods
We require information from authors about some types of materials, experimental systems and methods used in many studies. Here, indicate whether each material,
system or method listed is relevant to your study. If you are not sure if a list item applies to your research, read the appropriate section before selecting a response.

Materials & experimental systems

Methods

n/a Involved in the study

n/a Involved in the study

Antibodies

ChIP-seq

Eukaryotic cell lines

Flow cytometry

Palaeontology and archaeology

MRI-based neuroimaging

Animals and other organisms
Human research participants
Clinical data
Dual use research of concern

Policy information about studies involving human research participants
Population characteristics

129 participants (75 female, mean age = 67.62 ± 4.21 years, mean education = 15.47 ± 3.35 years, 12 participants left handed
on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory)

Recruitment

Recruited via advertisements across multiple media, including television, radio and local newspapers, the University of
Queensland (UQ) ‘50 Plus Registry’, staff newsletters and social media, as well as flyers at local community organisations (e.g.
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Ethics oversight

UQ Human Research Ethics Committee

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.
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bowls clubs, retirement villages) and the UQ St Lucia Campus. We emphasised community, rather than university,
recruitment in an attempt to achieve a more representative sample of the general population of older adults.
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